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SUBSTANCE AND STYLE

Luxurious products match the décor throughout the property. High-quality materials that are easy to clean and maintain. Smart design 

that puts essential guest amenities out of sight but close at hand, and cutting-edge lighting that makes your properties and your guests 

look their best. This is Robern hospitality solutions.

With a contemporary aesthetic and flawless craftsmanship, Robern style creates extraordinary spaces for your guests to experience 

and remember. With Robern quality backed by Kohler, your project, your business, and your brand have a partner to rely on.

HISTORY

Robern style grows out of a commitment to celebrating and fostering individual expression. Since 1968, expert craftsmanship and the 

finest-quality materials have been the hallmark of that commitment, and it’s evident in every piece we create. Our products are designed 

and assembled in Bristol, Pennsylvania, and as part of the Kohler family, you can be sure Robern is a partner you can rely on. 

At Robern, we understand how important it is to maintain a continuous brand experience, to maximize the efficiency of your space, and 

to keep operational and maintenance costs to a minimum. With a wide selection of customizable options that are thoughtful, smart, and 

authentic — we understand hospitality.



DESIGN 
VERSATILITY

ROBERN CRAFTSMANSHIP, YOUR DESIGN

Our solutions are built on collaboration. As your partner in the development of a seamless guest experience, we work closely with 

you to identify and design the best choices for your guestrooms and public spaces. 

For a seamless experience, your brand extends to each interaction a guest has with your design. To create that experience, Robern

excels at delivering the highest quality with flexible designs.



ROBERN CRAFTSMANSHIP, YOUR DESIGN

Every Robern product is precision-engineered with distinct aesthetics and quality to the core. Modularity and customization are our 

guiding principles, ensuring each piece is a perfect addition to your space.

ANY SIZE
ANY SHAPE
ANY MATERIAL

ANY SHAPE, ANY ETCHED PATTERN,
AND ANY LIGHTING SOLUTION ANY SIZE ANY MATERIAL

GLASS

MARBLE

ART

WOOD



Every collaboration begins with a conversation, and at Robern that’s where we start, too. Whether we’re designing an entirely new 

styling space or modifying one of our proven designs, we look forward to supporting the unique needs of your project. 

COLLABORATIVE
DESIGN

FINISHED
STYLING SPACE

SKETCH CAD



The clean and modern design of our hospitality products begins with the highest quality materials that are hand-crafted in the U.S. to 

create fixtures and furnishings built to last. 

ALWAYS SUSTAINABLE

Robern is pleased to offer a range of renewable, recycled, and recyclable materials in each design to support our shared commitment 

to preserving the environment and strengthening our communities. 

QUALITY
CRAFTSMANSHIP



AiO®

The AiO Wall Mirror combines a mirror, easy-to-use task 

lighting, integrated USB port, and fine-tuned audio 

capability for a connected experience in your guestrooms.

INLINE

Robern’s InLine suite of mirrors consists of our M Series or PL 

Series mirrors combined with its own InLine vertical lighting. 

Between the available mirror options and sizes, this makes for a 

very modular set of components that makes them extremely 

adaptable to varying room spaces for those properties that 

require multiple, dimensional variations of the same product.

MIRRORS



MIRRORS

CANDRE®

Portraying contemporary 

glamour and straightforward 

lines, Candre mirrors 

reflective colored glass and 

polished metal surfaces offer 

a striking depth of design.

MAIN LINE

Main Line mirrors are an elegant 

showpiece, with understated 

framing perfect for any space in 

the guestroom and beyond. 

Available in 4 distinct frame 

profiles and 6 metal finishes.

REFLEXION®

With a built in defogger and 

position perfect lighting, the 

Reflexion mirror provides a 

warm, inviting and always 

ready styling space.

DECORATIVE FRAMES

Robern will customize a 

mirror frame to match or 

compliment those 

applications that are 

targeting more of a classic, 

soothing space.

BRYN MAWR

MERION

PENN VALLEY

ROSEMONT



V14®

Designed to mount horizontally or stack vertically, the V14 

vanity lets you create a unique layout with smartly designed 

storage space with push-to-open or slow-close drawers.

CARTESIAN™

Flawless craftsmanship and precision engineering make 

the Cartesian vanity a striking and modular addition to the 

guestroom, with extras like in-drawer electrical outlets and 

organization kit. Designed with a passion for craftsmanship, 

ingenuity and precision engineering, Robern’s Cartesian 

vanity is the most diverse, standard vanity on the market.

VANITIES



BALLETTO®

Transitional and contemporary, the Balletto vanity balances 

comfort, function, and elegance in a timeless, minimalist 

design. Hidden side storage options can house hand towels, 

tissues, waste, magazines or toiletries.

ADORN™ AND ADORN™ II

The Adorn Vanity redefines style and customization, with 

modules that can scale seamlessly to a space of any size. 

Whether your style is contemporary or traditional, Adorn 

provides the style and ergonomics to match.

VANITIES



STONE TOPS

Robern stone tops can be cut to size and configured to 

accommodate a sink for the vanity assembly or without a sink 

for a wall mounted nightstand or credenza assembly. Also ask 

about Robern’s custom-made, molded tops into which shapes 

like a soap holder or dry space can be incorporated.

GLASS TOPS

Robern glass tops are available in white glass and can also 

be cut to size and configured to accommodate a sink for 

the vanity assembly or without a sink for a wall mounted 

nightstand or credenza assembly.

VANITY TOPS



INLINE®

InLine is designed so that the light front is 

flush with the mirror front for a clean look.

REFLEXION®

Reflexion lights provide warm, even 

illumination for any grooming task such 

as applying makeup and shaving.

M SERIES

Lighting that integrates seamlessly into a 

room’s decor while offering optimal task 

lighting for everyday grooming tasks.

LIGHTING



UPLIFT®   PENDANT AND SCONCE

Sleek and minimalist in style, warm and 

inviting in use, Uplift delivers an elevated 

level of efficiency and versatility.

MAIN LINE SCONCE

Light up a guestroom and create a 

striking effect with classic sconces 

available in six metal finishes.

DECORATIVE GLASS 

When your design calls for dramatic and 

sophisticated lighting, Decorative Glass 

Sconces provide modernist glamour in 

18 different options.

LIGHTING



DIGITAL PATTERNSDECORATIVE OVERLAY VANITY TOP COLORS

DECORATIVE COLORS FINISH OPTIONS

COLORS AND FINISHES

MIRROR

MATTE WHITE

OCEAN

TINTED GRAY MIRROR

MATTE GRAY

SMOKE SCREEN

BLACK

MATTE BLACK

SILVER SCREEN

WHITE

SATIN BRONZE

BEACH

SATIN WHITE BRUSHED BRONZE

WHITE

BRUSHED NICKEL

CHROME

BRUSHED BLACK

POLISHED NICKEL

LAVA BLACK

QUARTZ

STONE GRAY

WHITE GLASS

BLACK ON BLACK

MIRROR ON MIRROR

WHITE ON WHITE

TINTED GRAY MIRROR ON 
TINTED GRAY MIRROR 

INDIAN ROSEWOOD

SMOOTH-LEAVED ELM

BLEACHED OAK

SANTOS ROSEWOOD

CHARCOAL ASH

CALACATTA

SATIN NICKEL



ENTICE™ MIRROR

Providing 5X magnification framed by soft LED lighting, the 

Entice magnification mirror is a subtle and sophisticated 

accent for contemporary spaces. 

IN-DRAWER ELECTRICAL OUTLETS 
Convenient 110-volt in-drawer electrical outlet supplies 

power to items such as electric razors, hair dryers and 

curling irons. This outlet can be paired with an optional hair 

dryer organizer with the full drawer option.

DETAILS



PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS
10 Madison Square West | New York, NY

10 Rittenhouse Square | Philadelphia, PA

56 Leonard St | New York, NY

92 Morningside Dr | New York, NY

99 Church St | New York, NY

AKA Hotel | New York, NY

AQUA Allison Island | Miami, FL

Bella Maré | Williams Island, FL

Booth St Condos | Milwaukee, WI

Boro Park Complex | Brooklyn, NY

Carriage House at The American Club | Kohler, WI

Century Towers | Century City, CA

Chelsea Green | New York, NY

Churchill Casino | Las Vegas, NV

City Site | Chicago, IL

Colorado NYC | New York, NY

Columbia Condos | New York, NY

Columbia University | New York, NY

Executive Hotel Le Soleil | New York, NY

Fiddler’s Creek | Naples, FL

Florencia at The Colony | Bonita Springs, FL

Hulfish North | Princeton, NJ

The Icon | Philadelphia, PA

The Lara | New York, NY

Mandarin Oriental Residences | Las Vegas, NV

Manhattan House | New York, NY

Marina Lagoon | Key Largo, FL

Mosaic | Miami Beach, FL

New School | New York, NY

NYU | New York, NY

Ocean Villas | Maui, HI

Peter Cooper Village | New York, NY

Port Ferdinand Luxury Resort & Residences | St Peter, Barbados

Printing House | New York, NY

Santa Monica Village | Santa Monica, CA

Seasons at Naples Cay | Naples, FL

Soho Lofts | New York, NY

St Regis | Bal Harbour, FL

St Regis Deer Crest Resort | Park City, UT

St Tropez | Naples, FL

Tavira at Bonita Bay | Bonita Springs, FL

Trump Towers | Chicago, IL

Union St | Brooklyn, NY

Veranda Beach Club | Longboat Key, FL

Wilder Luxury Home | Orinca, CA

D I S C O V E R  W H AT  R O B E R N  C A N  D O  F O R  Y O U


